
MATCH REPORT 
Hornsby U/11 1.1.7 vs Manly Bombers 11.4.70 
ROUND 3 28/04/19 
VENUENAME Mike Pawley Oval 

 
Report Content  

The under 11’s round 3 game against Manly Bombers was on Sunday at Mike Pawley oval. The Eagles were coming 
off a round 1 thumping from Willoughby, and a competitive effort to Pennant Hills in round 2, not to mention to 
much chocolate during the Easter break. 

 

The game started with Manly kicking six quick goals to put the Eagles onto the back foot after competing below par 
in the 1st quarter. A quick rev up at quarter time and the boys had a bit of fire in the belly and competed well for the 
footy. Sandy, Felix, Charlie and Oliver put the pressure on up forward whilst Jack C and Damon tackled well in the 
middle of the ground. Lachlan and Jack English started to dominate on the back flank allowing the Eagles to have 
30% of possession in the 3rd quarter with Perry competing well along with William on the half forward flank. Still we 
couldn’t stop Manlys dominance in the middle as they put on another 4 goals.  The last quarter the boys through 
everything at Manly with Tommy, Andrew, Will and Jude providing pressure and teamwork whilst Jack and Brody 
continued to tackle hard. Joel and Baileys effort in the last quarter set the boys up with Jack English with his pace 
around the packs and long kicks into the forward line allowed the Eagles to match it with a very skilful Manly 
Bombers. A quick snap from Lachlan produced our only goal, unfortunately we couldn’t quite capitalize on our 
opportunities up forward as we held Manly to 1 goal and 50% possession in the last quarter. Great effort boys!  

 

 

 

Goals:  Lachlan Green 

 

 

Best: The player of the match had a fantastic 2nd half with his tackling and competitiveness around the contest, well 
done Brody Roley. Lachlan, Jack English, Bailey, Jack Castles and Tommy also picked up some votes. 

 

    
    

Report by:   Matt Castles Coach 

 


